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India and the European Union EU are committed to work towards a balanced ambitious comprehensive and
mutually beneficial trade agreement and an investment p

why the latest eu anti-money laundering rules targeting crypto crime make compliance key
A new study from the European Commission has concluded that the current legal framework governing gene
editing techniques is insufficient and will start consulting on a new legal framework.

india, eu committed to work towards trade: goyal
The European Parliament approved a new law on terrorist content takedowns yesterday, paving the way for onehour removals to become the legal standard across the EU. The regulation “addressing the

eu calls for new regulation for gene-edited crops
These ecodesign regulations all include energy efficiency standards in addition to other measures. To ensure
compliance throughout the EU, the EC established verification procedures, and Member

eu adopts rules on one-hour takedowns for terrorist content
EU Regulation 2019 /1381, the new regulation on transparency and sustainability of EU risk assessment in the
food chain (the Transparency Regulation) came into effect on 27 March 2021. It aims to

the eu’s ecodesign directive: do expanded anti-circumvention regulations portend a new frontier in
defeat device enforcement?
The question on every person’s (and farm animal’s) lips is put to industry experts from BioTech Foods and Peace
of Meat.

new eu transparency regulation on risk assessment in the food chain
Europe is seeking a faster roll-out of innovative projects across several countries that will help the region’s fight
against climate change and accelerate the digital transformation.

when will cultivated meat hit europe? ‘the regulatory process is far too rigid and slow’
India and the European Union (EU) are committed to work towards a balanced, ambitious, comprehensive and
mutually beneficial trade agreement and an investment protection agreement in a parallel manner

eu plans quicker investments in big projects from hydrogen to 5g
The European Commission announced earlier this week that the Union is adopting the first EU migration
Strategy.

india, eu committed to work towards balanced, ambitious trade agreement: piyush goyal
A proposed EU law that forces Google, Facebook and Twitter to remove terrorist content within an hour of
publication cleared its final hurdle after EU lawmakers gave their backing despite concerns

eu adopts new migration strategy on voluntary return and reintegration
The news has been flooded with stories that the EU is finalising a lawsuit against AstraZeneca, creators of one of
the foremost covid-19 vaccines. Fieldfisher life sciences regulatory expert, Gemma

online terrorist content law wins eu lawmakers' backing amid rights concerns
India and Pakistan are likely to get additional time to talk and settle the issue of exclusive rights via Geographical
Indication (GI) tag to market Basmati rice in the European Union (EU), though

eu v astrazeneca: lessons on contractual agreements for the life sciences industry
Green Asset Ratios Shed Environmental Light on EU Banks’ Loans and InvestmentsFitch Ratings-London/Paris-07
May 2021: EU

‘india should rely on history, evidence to get gi tag exclusively for basmati in eu’
UK, Germany, and Australia On April 20, 2021, the UK Competition and Markets Authority, the
German Bundeskartellamt and the Australian Competition and Consumer

green asset ratios to make eu banks reassess loans, investments
Thus far, most attempts at making policy for artificial intelligence have fallen into one of two camps: either
outright bans on certain applications of machine learning—for instance, the facial

may 2021 competition currents: uk and eu
Poland's constitutional court on Wednesday delayed issuing a decision on whether Polish or European Union law
has primacy in the country, a ruling that could affect the future relationship of the EU

the eu’s new proposed rules on a.i. are missing something
Takeda Pharmaceutical Company, a leading global biopharmaceutical with headquarters in Japan, announced that
the European Medicines Agency (EMA) has accepted the Company’s filing packages for its

court delays ruling on whether eu or polish law has primacy
To overcome what many perceived as a bottleneck in the transition from knowledge to innovation, the medical
research community in the United States developed an action plan to bring advances in

takeda begins regulatory submissions for dengue vaccine candidate in the eu, latin america, south
america, south asia and asean
The European Parliament has voted for strengthening the role of the European Union (EU) in crisis management
through a legislative revision of the EU Civil Protection Mechanism. This allows for faster

the translational lag narrative in policy discourse in the united states and the european union: a
comparative study
Russian authorities and state media accuse EMA of deliberately delaying the approval procedure for the Sputnik V
vaccine.

a strengthened eu civil protection mechanism endorsed by european parliament
When the June 3 deadline for complying with the Sixth Anti-Money Laundering Directive hits, businesses around
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eu agency intentionally preventing russian vaccine from being used throughout the eu? – fake news of
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the month
BioCryst Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (NASDAQ:BCRX) today announced that the European Commission (EC) has
approved oral, once-daily ORLADEYO ™ (berotralstat) for the prevention of recurrent hereditary

think the eu isn’t acting on china? look closer.
EU regulation against 'terrorist' content online (TERREG) was approved without a final vote by the European
Parliament on April 29th. The regulation will harm our ability to freely express ourselves

biocryst receives european commission approval of...
The European Commission proposed Thursday that EU nations join forces to develop and deploy COVID-19 drugs
across the 27-nation bloc. In addition to the vaccine contracts already

european parliament confirms new online censorship powers
Ever since the European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen made a promise to deliver a regulation for
“cutting AI in asylum procedures and worker surveillance - fall mainly on the

eu proposes joint approach to develop covid-19 drugs
This article is brought to you in association with the European Commission. The Commission proposes today a
new instrument to address potential distortive effects of

eu's new artificial intelligence law risks enabling orwellian surveillance states | view
The European climate law will guide EU’s climate-related regulations in the coming decades, steering it towards
reaching zero net emissions by 2050. Also read: Target Net Zero: India’s plan to

commission proposes new regulation to address distortions caused by foreign subsidies in the single
market
European Union lawmakers who are drawing up rules according to a leaked draft of the AI regulation — reported
earlier by Politico — that’s expected to be officially unveiled next week.

eu clinches deal on climate law, tougher 2030 emissions goal
"Sputnik V team is going through a regular rolling review of EMA, in which good clinical practice is a part of the
standard procedure for it has yet to receive EU regulatory approval, although

eu plan for risk-based ai rules to set fines as high as 4% of global turnover, per leaked draft
In the late 1950s, some countries in Europe joined together and founded the European single market as a region
with equal legal requirements. Those taking part in this single market shall underlay the

report: eu drug regulator to probe russian clinical trials of sputnik vaccine
A government spokesperson said the judiciary was “an exclusively national domain” and that Polish regulations
EU legal order.”. The move was “a crucial step in the infraction procedure

european directives and standards for machinery
Thirty-one lawmakers in the European Parliament have signed a manifesto calling for the end of plastic waste
exports outside Europe and the facilitation of intra-EU shipment procedures to promote

eu takes poland to court over law that 'undermines judges'
It replaces the previous regulation where each country had their own rules and procedures that were lacking
uniformity from a European operator perspective. The UAS (drone) models includes among

stop exporting plastic waste out of europe, eu lawmakers say
Dried yellow mealworms could soon be hitting supermarket shelves and restaurants across Europe. The European
Union’s 27 nations gave the greenlight Tuesday to a proposal to

nordic unmanned receives light uas operator certificate (luc) under new easa regulation
As the EU and national governments aim to use recovery from the COVID-19 crisis as a springboard for achieving
ambitious new climate policy goals and building back greener, this briefing presents an

food of the future? eu nations put mealworms on the menu
The bloc has sent a letter of formal notice to kick-start an "infringement procedure with the EU leaves the Britishruled province of Northern Ireland subject to some EU regulations, and

guide to self-cleaning in european public procurement procedures
FILE PHOTO: Vial labelled "AstraZeneca coronavirus disease (COVID-19) vaccine" placed on displayed EU flag is
seen in this first step of a potential legal procedure. When the deadline for

eu launches legal case against britain over northern ireland
especially in the UK and European Union," said Barney Saunders, PhD, CEO of Purigen Biosystems. "I'm proud
that our team was able to quickly shift priorities to secure the appropriate regulatory

eu preparing legal case against astrazeneca over vaccine shortfalls: sources
The use of facial recognition for surveillance, or algorithms that manipulate human behaviour, will be banned
under proposed EU regulations on artificial which could either be a stop button or

purigen biosystems adds ce mark for ionic® purification system launch in uk and european union
LONDON (BLOOMBERG) - Britain and the European Union took their sets out a framework for regulatory
cooperation and a joint forum for discussing rules and procedures as well as the sharing

europe seeks to limit use of ai in society
“It's a crucial step in the infraction procedure," EU Justice spokesman Piotr Mueller questioned the EU’s authority
in the matter. “Regulation of the justice system area belongs solely

uk and eu reach first post-brexit deal on financial rules
"The Commission is reflecting on possible clarifications relevant to the procedure to follow when Any change to
EU financial regulation would need to be approved by member states and the

eu takes poland to court over judicial independence concerns
The European Commission is working on legal proceedings letter to the company in the first step of a potential
legal procedure. When the deadline for a reply expired this month, a spokesman

eu considers tightening law after inquiry into blackrock contract
The European stake in a procurement procedure”, according to its response to the ombudsman, published on
Monday. It said it would include updates to its financial regulation on conflicts

eu preparing legal case against astrazeneca over vaccine shortfalls: sources
though the CMA has a 15-day “fast-track” procedure. There could then be a more in-depth “phase two”
investigation, so timescales are unpredictable. The second avenue is the EU. The UK may

eu ‘reflecting’ on conflict of interest rules after blackrock controversy
The European Union has proposed a rule that would be starting from scratch in complying with these new
regulations; however, given that they already have model risk management and compliance

european super league: what can its opponents legally do?
Despite the announced departure of the English clubs, forced to take such decisions due the pressure out on
them, we are convinced our proposal is fully aligned with European law and regulations

eu proposes restrictions on ai in credit scoring, authentication
A more forceful regulation was not politically feasible at the time, as member states simply did not want to
relinquish national control over investments and the EU, not being a federal state

european super league falls apart as all six english teams & two others back out amid backlash –
update
The European Parliament and the member states will now need to adopt the Commission's proposals on AI
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following the ordinary legislative procedure, after which the regulations will be directly
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